Revealing the essential structural features of metallic glasses (MGs) will enhance the understanding of glass-forming mechanisms. In this work, a feasible scheme is provided where we performed the state-of-the-art synchrotron-radiation based experiments combined with simulations to investigate the microstructures of ZrCu amorphous compositions. It is revealed that in order to stabilize the amorphous state and optimize the topological and chemical distribution, besides the icosahedral or icosahedral-like clusters, other types of clusters also participate in the formation of the microstructure in MGs. This cluster-level co-existing feature may be popular in this class of glassy materials.
Introduction
Metallic glasses (MGs) have drawn intense interest due to their unique properties since the discovery of the first glassy alloy with the composition of Au75Si25 in 1960 [1] . Thus far, vast efforts have been devoted to developing alloys with high glass-forming abilities (GFAs), which may be applied as potential engineering materials. Understanding the glass-formation mechanisms to guide the OPEN ACCESS preparation of alloy materials with high GFAs is desired, thus a number of rules, principles, and criteria have been presented to address this long-standing issue [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
It has been realized that the formation of glassy alloys is strongly influenced by their microstructures, and various clusters should be the basic units forming the atomic structures of MGs. Thus far, many structural models have been proposed by studying clusters theoretically [7] [8] [9] [10] , enhancing the understanding of the glass-forming mechanisms in binary MGs by building and stacking clusters in space to form their short-range and medium-range orderings. In addition, besides some conventional experimental techniques, synchrotron radiation methods such as X-ray diffraction (XRD) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and neutron diffraction also have been applied for studying the microstructures of MGs [11] [12] [13] . Therefore, investigating the microstructures of MGs and glass-forming mechanisms by combining some advanced experimental and theoretical methods is expected.
In this work, a feasible scheme is provided where we performed a series of state-of-the-art synchrotron radiation-based experiments (XRD and EXAFS) combined with calculations (simulations) to investigate the microstructures of amorphous alloys. Zr70Cu30 and Zr54Cu46 binary compositions are selected as the study objects for the following reasons: (1) ZrCu is a typical simple (binary) alloy system for investigating glass formation, which has attracted intensive interest recently [14] [15] [16] ; (2) the ZrCu binary system has a broad composition range-enable formation of amorphous alloys at. % for the Zr component) [17] . Solute-centered clusters are regarded as the building blocks and are helpful for forming the amorphous structure in alloys [9, 10] . However, when the concentration of Zr is comparable to that of Cu, a glassy structure also can be formed, while in this case, it is hard to say whether Zr or Cu atoms are the solutes. Considering the concentrations of Zr and Cu in Zr70Cu30 and Zr54Cu46, Cu could be regarded as the solute in the former while neither Zr nor Cu could be the solutes in the latter. Revealing the underlying structural forming mechanisms in MGs by studying these two ZrCu amorphous compositions is appropriate.
Experimental Section
The alloy ingots were prepared by arc melting the mixture of Zr (99.9 wt. %) and Cu (99.9 wt. %) elements in Ti-gettered high-purity argon atmosphere. The ingots were melted at least five times in order to ensure their compositional homogeneity. The corresponding amorphous ribbons were fabricated by melt-spinning, producing a cross-section of 0.04 × 2 mm 2 .
To obtain high-resolution radial distribution functions for amorphous alloys, getting XRD data with a relatively large Q (wave vector transfer) value is required, which is expressed as:
Therefore, the synchrotron radiation-based high-energy (about 100 keV) X-ray diffraction measurements were performed for two samples at the beam line, BW5, of Hasylab in Germany [18] [19] [20] . The samples measured at room temperature in transmission mode were illuminated for about 200 s by a well-collimated incident beam with a 0.8 mm 2 cross-section. The sample-to-image plate distance was set to be about 500 mm, so that raw diffraction patterns with Q values up to about 20 Å −1 were measured. The setup layout for this measurement is plotted in Figure 1 . Because the proper penetrating depth here is about 1 mm while the ribbon depth is only about 40 microns, the ribbons were cut into very small pieces and filled in the capillaries. The two-dimensional diffraction data for both empty capillaries and capillaries filled with MG pieces were recorded using a Mar345 image plate [19, 20] . After subtracting the background of empty capillaries, the diffraction data of samples could be obtained. The two-dimensional diffraction data were integrated into one-dimensional data by using the program Fit2D [21] . The integrated data were corrected for polarization, sample absorption, fluorescence contribution, inelastic scattering, and so on. Then the total structural factor S(Q) was obtained by using the Faber-Ziman equation, employing the software PDFgetX [22] .
Figure 1.
The setup layout of synchrotron radiation-based high-energy (about 100 keV) X-ray diffraction measuring amorphous alloys. By combining XRD and EXAFS data with simulations we can obtain an amorphous structural model, as shown in this figure.
Subsequently, because the Zr and Cu K-edge absorption energies are so different (8.979 keV and 17.998 keV) that their absorption signals could not interfere with each other, and both Zr and Cu have relatively high concentrations here, the transmission mode was adopted for both Zr and Cu K-edges that allowed their EXAFS spectra to be measured at the beam lines BL14W1, in the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility of China, and U7C, in the National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (NSRL) of China. The calculated proper depths of our samples required for Zr and Cu K-edge EXAFS measurements are about 20 and 45 microns, respectively. Therefore, the ribbon samples were polished until their depths were about 20 microns when measuring the Cu K-edge signals. The EXAFS spectra were normalized via a standard data-reduced procedure [23] , employing the software Visual Processing in EXAFS Researches (VIPER) [24] .
In order to obtain the atomic structural information as reliably as possible, both the normalized diffraction and EXAFS data were simulated simultaneously under the framework of reverse Monte-Carlo (RMC) [25] . The RMC simulation technique is an iterative method for building a structural model in disordered systems with detailed structural information that agrees quantitatively with experimental data (such as the synchrotron radiation-based XRD, EXAFS, and neutron-diffraction data) [26] . In this work, synchrotron radiation-based XRD and EXAFS data were simulated via the RMC method, using the software RMCA [27] . The initial cubic boxes built contain 40,000 randomly distributed Zr and Cu, according to the ZrxCu100−x (x = 70 and 54) compositions. During RMC simulation, atoms move randomly within a determined time interval. The experimental data are compared to the simulation with the iterative calculation [28] 
where δ 2 represents the deviation between the experimental and simulation data, ε parameters regulate the weight of the data set given in the fitting procedure, Ei denotes Cu or Zr elements, and S(Q) and χ(k) parameters are the XRD structural factor and the EXAFS signal, respectively. The subscripts "m" and "exp" represent the simulations and the experiments, respectively. Once simulation and experimental data converge, the simulation is stopped, and all the atoms are "frozen" in the cubic box. The result is an atomic structural model available for further analyses. Because all the XRD and EXAFS should be fitted well with all the corresponding theoretical counterparts calculated from the same structural model, such constraint confirms the reliability RMC of the simulation. Additionally, the simulated structural models were further analyzed by the Voronoi tessellation method [23, 25] . According to the Voronoi original algorithm, each convex Voronoi polyhedron (VP) can be built by connecting the perpendicular bisectors between a center atom and all of its neighboring atoms. Each VP may be indexed as <n3,n4,n5,n6,…>, where ni denotes the number of i-edged faces on the surface of this polyhedron. Each VP should be embedded in a corresponding convex Voronoi cluster (VC), which is made up of one center atom and its neighboring shell atoms [25, 29] . Thus, Σni also stands for the number of the shell atoms in one VC, i.e., the coordination number (CN) of the center atom. The Voronoi algorithm also requires that all the VCs should be closed structural units, which can be accomplished by piling up a set of Delaunay tetrahedrons with the shared vertex at an atom (the center atom of the VC) [30] . This is done so their surfaces are only made up of triangular faces, i.e., they could be regarded as deltahedra [10] . Euler's formula is defined by
where V, E, and F stand for the number of vertexes, edges, and faces of VCs, respectively. Because each vertex of VCs should be occupied by one atom, V also denotes the CN of VCs. V, F, and E should satisfy the following equations
obviously, ∑i × ni must be divisible by 6.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2a,c show the two-dimensional X-ray diffraction patterns, the structural factor, S(Q), and the total pair distribution function, G(r). S(Q) and G(r) curves can be deduced from the two-dimensional diffraction pattern. The amorphous nature of these two ZrCu samples can be confirmed because there are no circle lines or dots in the two-dimensional diffraction patterns and no sharp Bragg peaks behind the first strong peak in the S(Q) curves, and these features are usually found in the diffraction data of polycrystals or single crystals [31] . For both S(Q) and G(r) curves, there are differences in their first-, second-and third-shell distributions (SDs) in terms of the peak intensity, position, and width. In particular, obvious differences between their second SDs in S(Q) and their first SDs in G(r) indicate that clear structural changes between these two samples do exist because the split of the second SD in S(Q) reflects the chemical short-range information in MGs [32] and the first SD in G(r) relates to local structural information.
Figure 2. (a)
The two-dimensional X-ray diffraction patterns of both ZrCu amorphous samples; and the deduced data: (b) the structural factor (S(Q)); and (c) the total pair distribution function (G(r)). To highlight the S(Q) difference between Zr70Cu30 and Zr54Cu46, the Q region here was shortened to about 12 Å −1 .
By reverse Fourier transforming the EXAFS signal into real space, the radial distribution function (RDF) could be obtained whose peak area and peak position relate to CN and atomic-pair distance information, respectively. Zr and Cu K-edge RDFs are shown in Figure 3a ,b, respectively. As expected, the peak shapes are obviously different between these two selected samples. This also indicates that a difference in the microstructure between them exists. In particular, it is interesting that a peak split appears in both the Zr and Cu K-edge RDFs of Zr70Cu30 while no peak split is shown in those of Zr54Cu46. In crystal alloys, their local structures are usually formed by distributing the nearest atoms at several relatively localized positions around center atoms, resulting in a split of their first-shell main peak in their EXAFS RDFs. However, in amorphous alloys, the nearest atoms are relatively randomly distributed around the center atoms, resulting in a continuous distribution (Gaussian distribution) in the RDF. In other words, a sole first-shell main peak without an obvious split in the RDF usually appears, denoting the local structural information [33] . This indicates that the neighbor atoms around the center atoms have relatively localized positions in Zr70Cu30 [34] . does not reduce the reliability of RMC simulation because the simulated Zr and Cu K-edge EXAFS spectra also were strictly weighted by κ 3 values so that no systematic errors could be generated from these κ-weight normalizations [35] . The good matching between all the experiment/simulation pairs confirms the success of the RMC simulations. Based on the simulated structural models, atomic-level structural information can be deduced. The CN values around Zr and Cu center atoms, as well as all kinds of atomic-pair distances, are listed in Table 1 . We could find no obvious difference in the atomic-pair distances between Zr70Cu30 and Zr54Cu46, and all the CN values are reasonable, considering the concentrations of Zr and Cu in these two compositions. It seems that such atomic-level structural parameters can barely provide any unique information for amorphous alloys. Via the Voronoi tessellation, all the VCs whose distributions are plotted in Figure 5 can be extracted. Because it has been revealed that various clusters may co-exist in the microstructure of MGs [10, 16] , it is no surprise that we can deduce hundreds of types of VCs. Here, only those whose fractions are larger than 1.5% are selected and shown in Figure 5 . For the Zr-centered VCs, it is found that there are some popular VCs (fractions are larger than 5%) in both ZrCu samples, such as <0,2,8,2>, <0,3,6,3>, and <0,1,10,2>. These VCs have been validated to be typical icosahedral or icosahedral-like VCs in previous work [25] . For instance, like the ideal icosahedron (<0,0,12,0>), <0,2,8,2> and <0,3,6,3> are distorted icosahedra, having the same CN value of 12. For another example, if we add one atom on the shell of the <0,0,12,0> VC, it changes into <0,1,10,2>. The high weights of these icosahedral or icosahedral-like VCs in both Zr70Cu30 and Zr54Cu46 MG compositions indicate that icosahedral or icosahedral-like VCs are the preferred building blocks for forming the microstructure of glassy alloys. This is consistent with the viewpoint presented in previous work that icosahedral or icosahedral-like VCs ease the formation of the amorphous structure in alloys [36, 37] . However, other types of clusters also exist here. For instance, we notice that one non-icosahedral VC indexed as <0,3,6,4> has a relatively large fraction in both samples. According to the efficient cluster-packing model [38] , the optimal CN relates to the size ratio between the center atom and the shell atoms in clusters. According to the concentrations of Zr and Cu components in both samples, we can estimate that the optimal CNs around the Zr centers in Zr54Cu46 and Zr70Cu30 are 12.8 and 13.6, respectively. These CNs are a little bit larger than 12 (CN of the ideal icosahedron). Therefore, besides some distorted icosahdral VCs with CNs of 12, such as <0,2,8,2> and <0,3,6,3>, other VCs with CNs of 13 (such as <0,1,10,2> and <0,3,6,4>) and even 14, which also are popular clusters, the average CN around Zr centers equals the estimated optimal CN value. In addition, it is worth noting that there is a tendency for Zr70Cu30 to have relatively high (low) fractions of VCs with large (small) CNs compared with the Zr54Cu46 composition. This is because the optimal CN of Zr70Cu30 (13.6) is larger than that of Zr54Cu46 (12.8) due to the increase of the size ratio between the center atom and the shell atoms when replacing Cu atoms with Zr atoms (Zr atoms are larger than Cu ones).
Concerning the Cu centers, there are some popular VCs with relatively high weights in both ZrCu compositions, such as <0,2,8,1>, <0,2,8,2>, <0,3,6,3>, <0,4,4,3>, <0,3,6,2>, <0,3,6,1>, and so on. Although <0,2,8,1>, <0,2,8,2>, and <0,3,6,3> may be regarded as icosahedral-like VCs (for instance, <0,2,8,1> could be formed by removing one shell atom from <0,0,12,0>), others with CNs of 11 or 10 have no icosahedral-like features at all. This is because the optimal CNs around Cu centers in Zr54Cu46 and Zr70Cu30 are calculated to be 11.3 and 10.9, respectively. These CNs are a little bit smaller than 12. In addition, there also is a tendency for Zr54Cu46 and Zr70Cu30 to have relatively high (low) fractions of Cu-centered VCs with large (small) CNs. This also is because of the relatively high Zr concentration in Zr70Cu30.
From the results and discussion mentioned above, we can conclude that icosahedral or icosahedral-like VCs are the favorite structural units in the microstructure of MGs, because stacking such clusters with abundant five-fold rotation symmetrical features [29] can result in the exclusion of structural periodicity, which is required in crystals. Nevertheless, the microstructures of MGs could not be formed only by stacking icosahedral or icosahedral-like VCs because of the following reasons: (1) it has been revealed that fractal features are popular in amorphous alloys and that icosahedral clusters fail to be packed to fill space [39] ; (2) the optimal CN relates to the size ratio between the center atom and the shell atoms of VCs. This value usually does not equal 12 (the CN of a standard icosahedron). Therefore, besides icosahedral or icosahedral-like VCs, some other clusters with no icosahedral-like features (usually with CN not equal to 12) also should exist to fill space. That should be the structural nature of amorphous alloys.
In addition, although icosahedral or icosahedral-like clusters co-existing with other types of clusters is revealed to be the structural nature in both Zr70Cu30 and Zr54Cu46, we have found that there are some obvious differences in the distributions of Zr-and Cu-centered VCs, as shown in Figure 5a ,b. A tendency could be observed which shows that Zr70Cu30 has the higher (lower) fractions of Zr-(Cu-) centered VCs with large CN values compared to Zr54Cu46, which is due to the higher concentration of Zr having a relatively large Goldschmidt atomic radius of 1.60 Å. This strongly relates to the atomic-scale differences between Zr70Cu30 and Zr54Cu46 shown in Figures 2, 3 . For different systems or compositions enabling the formation of glassy alloys, there must be some atomicand cluster-level structural differences due to the different concentrations of all the containing elements with different atomic sizes. Nevertheless, icosahedral or icosahedral-like clusters are the preferred structural building blocks. To fill in space efficiently, they should be densely packed with the help of other non-icosahedral clusters, leading to the formation of the microstructure in various glass formers.
Because ZrCu is a typical binary alloy system, it enables the formation of MG, revealing the structural mechanisms for its glass formation that have drawn intense interest that a number of theoretical or experimental works have been published [14] [15] [16] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Therefore, it is necessary to compare the present work with previous work in terms of studying methods and structural information. For instance, in a previous report, the authors did RMC simulation upon neutron diffraction data and compared it with Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. They concluded that in the ZrCu system, the basic structural units correspond to "Superclusters", which is different from our conclusion that "icosahedral-like VCs and other types of clusters co-exist in glassy structure". This difference is probably because the Voronoi tessellation applied in our work can give more detailed cluster-level structural information. For another instance, in another article, the authors did MD simulations and concluded that a string-like backbone network formed by icosahedral clusters is the amorphous structural basis, which is similar to our conclusion. This indicates that theoretical methods such as MD also can provide detailed structural information on amorphous alloys.
In addition, in order to compare the microstructures between different alloy systems, a ZrCu binary and a ZrCuAl ternary MG compositions also are studied, as described in the Appendix section.
Conclusions
In summary, a feasible scheme for investigating the microstructure of amorphous alloys is provided by combining synchrotron radiation-based experiments with simulations. It is revealed that although there are some distribution differences of clusters (local structures) between Zr70Cu30 and Zr54Cu46 MG compositions, icosahedral or icosahedral-like VCs are preferred structural units in both samples. It is further revealed that in order to increase the cluster packing efficiency (space filling) and obtain the optimal CN of clusters corresponding to the chemical distribution of the center and shell atoms, icosahedral-like VCs co-existing with other types of clusters should be the structural nature in amorphous alloys. This work will enhance the understanding of glass-forming mechanisms at the atomic-and cluster-level structural aspect.
A. Introduction
In order to compare the microstructures between different alloy systems, the Zr48Cu45Al7 ternary and Zr50Cu50 binary metallic glass (MG) compositions are studied. They have large differences in physical properties such as glass-forming ability (GFA). In detail, since the critical casting size is an important indicator of GFA, we can say that Zr48Cu45Al7 has a higher GFA than Zr50Cu50, considering the fact that Zr50Cu50 has a critical casting size not more than 2 mm in diameter [44] , while such value is enhanced up to 6 mm in Zr48Cu45Al7 [45] .
The experimental and the simulation methods are the same with those described in the manuscript. Here we show their atomic-level and cluster-level microstructure below, and will discuss the relationship between the microstructure and GFA. More information refers to our previous work [46] .
B. Atomic-Level Structural Information
From the reverse Monte-Carlo (RMC) simulated atomic model, the coordination number (CN) and the nearest interatomic distances can be deduced, as listed in Table A1 . The cut-off distances are set to be 3.90, 3.80, 3.80, 3.65, 3.65, and 3.5 Å for Zr-Zr, Zr-Cu, Zr-Al, Cu-Cu, Cu-Al, and Al-Al atomic pairs, respectively, which are consistent with the maximum ranges of the first shell distribution in partial G(r)s. For comparison, interatomic distances are also obtained by summing their Goldschmidt atomic radii. Little difference in the length of Zr-Zr, Zr-Cu, and Cu-Cu pairs can be found. However, a large deviation from the interatomic distances calculated based on the Goldschmidt atomic radii is observed, with values of 0.27, 0.14, and 0.30 Å for Zr-Al, Cu-Al, and Al-Al couples, respectively, i.e., Al-M (M = Zr, Cu, and Al) pairs are greatly shortened in this composition. A similar bond-shortening phenomenon was ever detected in Al-based amorphous alloys [28] . Additionally, in previous computational work on ZrCuAl, strong bonding of Al-Cu was also suggested [47] . The origin of the shortened Al-M pair distance should be the strong bonding effect between Al and it neighbor atoms. 
C. Cluster-Level Structural Information
The distribution of major Voronoi clusters (VCs) centered with Zr, Cu, and Al atoms in Zr48Cu45Al7 and Zr50Cu50 is plotted in Figure A1a -c, respectively. Except for little difference for each VC fraction, the similar VC distribution tendency indicates that the surrounding of Zr and Cu atoms is highly alike in both alloys. As shown in Figure A1a , dominant VCs indexed as <0,1,10,2>, <0,3,6,4>, <0,2,8,2> , <0,3,6,3>, and <0,2,8,1> account for a total fraction of about 50%, and most of them may be regarded as icosahedral-like (distorted or irregular icosahedra) clusters [25] . We notice that the ideal icosahedron indexed as <0,0,12,0> only possesses a weight of 6%. Its low fraction may result from the large size gap between Zr and Cu atoms, which may retard the formation of such a regular cluster whose shell atoms are symmetrically packed around the center atom. Concerning Cu-centered VCs, it is remarkable that the fraction of <0,2,8,1> is twice larger than any other fraction, which is quite consistent with a recent report [48] . However, the weight of <0,0,12,0> is rather low, which matches well with the previous work [49] . In short, icosahedral-like Zr-and Cu-centered clusters are the main building blocks in both ZrCu and ZrCuAl samples. Additionally, it is interesting that four Al-centered major clusters indexed as <0,3,6,0>, <0,3,6,1>, <0,2,8,0>, and <0,2,8,1> are deduced with a total weight over 60%, as plotted in Figure A1c . These four VCs are relatively smaller clusters with a CN range of 9-11. We notice that the shortened Al atomic radius is 1.28 Å, one half of the Al-Al bond length (in Table A1 ). The atomic size ratio R* between the Al solute and its neighbors is thus calculated at 0.87 and may lead to an optimal cluster with a CN of 10-11 [38] , which is consistent with the CN range of these four Al-centered major VCs. 
D. Relationship between Microstructure and GFA
To reveal the relationship between the local structure and GFA in ZrCuAl, further analysis upon the deduced structural features caused by the Al addition is required. Since structure heredity occurs between molten liquid and solid MG [50] , we may discuss the local structure in a molten liquid state based on the above results. Inside Al-centered clusters, Al solute atoms are prone to bonding with Zr and Cu solvent atoms. Depending on the strong interatomic bonding, Cu and Zr neighbors may be tightly connected by Al centers, resulting in shortened pair distances. Therefore, the mobility of atoms is sharply decreased, which may lead to the increase of viscosity in the molten state and ease of glass formation [51] . During the quench, rearrangements of Zr, Cu, and Al atoms by changing or breaking Al-connected bonds are largely retarded. This tendency may help preserve the local structure of the liquid to solid state, which may contribute to the increase of GFA in the ZrCuAl alloy. Considering the cluster scale for Zr50Cu50 composition, icosahedral-like Zr-and Cu-centered clusters with CNs of 11-13 should be the major building blocks. The cluster packing efficiency in the Zr50Cu50 alloy may be not very high because it was suggested that voids could be created due to the incomplete filling in space only by icosahedral-like clusters [52] . However, in the corresponding Al-doped ZrCu amorphous alloy, some of the Al atoms may be regarded as glue atoms [13, 53] , which may occupy the interstices around Zr-and Cu-centered icosahedral-like clusters to connect and fix them. These Al glue atoms are usually surrounded with fewer neighbors, resulting in smaller Al-centered VCs, such as the deduced <0,2,8,0>, <0,3,6,0>, and <0,3,6,1> with CNs of 9-10. The space may be filled with VCs with various shapes and volumes and the cluster-packing efficiency is accordingly increased. Such cluster-dense packing cause by Al atoms also may reduce the mobility of most atoms and clusters in molten liquid. Therefore, the crystallization is avoided, and the amorphous alloy with enhanced glass-forming ability was obtained.
